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the intentional ESL teacher
by joan E friedenberg & curds H bradley

almost anyone can look back and identify tractedbracted to this method because it claimed
at least one teacher who made a significant to provide clear and foolproof methods and
impact on his or her life although a few materials and it also sought to give students
individuals will remember the particular more of an opportunity to speak
teachers instruction most will recall the
personal interest which that teacher took during the 1950s and 1960s based on
in them the chomskyanChomskyan revolution generative

transformational linguistics and cognitive
the early investigations of lippitt and psychology the cognitive code method was

white 1943 whitall 1949 and flanders introduced this method stressed the con-
scious1951 reveal that teacher influence on the cognitive awareness of phonological

learner extends far beyond the learning of morphological and syntactic rules
subject matter content it is now commonly
accepted that the teacher is more than a since the 1970s many linguists have been
dispenser of knowledge the teacher impacts dissatisfied with chomskys syntax based
on the mental health tolar 1975 self description of language arguing that it lacks
concept hamachek 1975 social emotion-
al

an adequate account of the semantic relation-
shipspsychomotor moral and intellectual in language generative semantics

development of students mosston 1972 case grammar schlesingersschlesingerrSchlesingers systems of
teachers can obstruct or contribute to every realization rules based directly on a speakers
facet of student development this influence intentions and others were introduced as
is not limited to cognitive achievement a result of this dissatisfaction this interest

in semantics or meaning coupled with a
despite these findings evidence also in-

dicates
new interest in humanistic psychology has

that teachers are generally unaware also had an impact on the language teaching
of the extent of their influence on learners profession hence the recent emphasis on
amidon and flanders 1971 that is few communication

teachers realize that the very style of teaching
they use can affect the total human develop-
ment

the reader should not believe from this
of their students brief history that foreign language class-

rooms especially in the public schools
language teaching methods and styles have followed the same trends at the same

pace this is not the case for several good
language teaching in the US has been reasons

influenced by both linguistics and psychol-
ogy

1 many overworked language teachers
during the 1940s and 1950s based have been unable to keep up with the

on structural linguistics and behavioral latest developments in their profession
psychology the audiolingualaudio lingual method of 2 economic limitations prevent most
language teaching was developed this schools from purchasing new materials
method provided students with such activ-
ities

each time a new method is introduced
as repetition and substitution drills 3 some educators are resistant to change

and dialogue memorization structural especially those who were responsible for
linguistics provided ALM with the discrete introducing the older methods and materials
point units to plug into the substitution to an institution
drills while behavioral psychology contributed 4 there is still disagreement over which
the notion that language learning was merely methods and teaching styles are best
the subconscious learning of a set of habits
hence the emphasis on repetition and memo-
rization

in an effort to address the issue of
rization teachers were and still are at behavioristic vs cognitive approaches to
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language learning chastain 197256 states relationship between self concept and better
an effort must be made to provide as performance in foreign language classes

many different learning experiences as although as brown 1980 cautions we do
possible he later suggests that this be not know for sure whether self esteem
done by deciding what aspect of language influences language success or whether
teaching each method can do best for language success influences high self esteem
example a behaviorist approach would be heydeshaydes study indicates that language
most suitable for teaching pronunciation teachers can influence both the linguistic
while both approaches would be appro-
priate

performance and the total human develop-
mentfor teaching vocabulary and syntax of the student As brown 1980105
puts it perhaps good teachers succeed

in hisbis discussion of manipulative vs com-
municative

because they give optimal attention to
municative language learning activities prator linguistic goals and to the personhoodparsonhoodpersonhood of
1972142 regards the language teaching their students

process as a prolonged and gradual shift
from manipulation to communication ac-
complished

which teaching style is best
complished through progressive decontrol
he continues we determine the speed of mouskabouska mosston 1972 developed an
transition by allowing the student the pos-
sibility

anatomy of style which is used to classify
sibility of making certain errors only when teaching style based on the type of student
we are reasonably sure that he or she and teacher involvement in the learning
will no longer be likely to make them process mosston identified seven different

teaching styles and used the anatomy to
it is clear that both chastain and prator present the assets andhabilitiesand liabilities of each of

recognize the importance of introducing a these styles these styles progress along a
variety of teaching methods and styles into continuum of student involvement from
the language class however neither refers the command style minimum student
to the total human development of the involvement on to individual program
student in his criteria for selecting a given student design maximum student involve-

mentmethod or style while chastainschastaineChastains criteria the frequently used command
focus on the aspect of the language ie style where all decisions are made by the
phonology vocabulary or syntax prator teacher is shown to be the most comfort-

ablerelies on the learners levels of linguistic style for both teachers and students
skill ie lack of errors to determine each knows exactly what is expected of
whether a manipulative or communicative them however this often used teaching
teaching style should be employed style is also shown to be the least conducive

to the total human development of the
in an effort to take a closer look at the learners mosstonsMoss tons position regarding the

language learner oileroller and richards 1973 command style of teaching is of course
edited a collection of readings entitled supported by numerous educational leaders

focus on the learner in the preface the flanders 1970 for example classifies the
editors state the focus is on language command style as direct teaching be-

haviorlearners their capacities attitudes learning he demonstrates that it restricts
strategies and of course what it is that students opportunity to participate and
they learn while this volume does focus grow but nonetheless is widely used
on the learner it focuses on the learner
only as a learner actually only as a lan-
guage

the point being made here is that the
learner and not on the learner as a command style has certain inherent charac-

teristicstotal human being te not that it is wrong for teachers
to use there are certainly times when the

although there is a dearth of research command style or direct teaching behavior
on the relationship between language learning is appropriate mosston flanders and others
and self concept studies by gardner and cite numerous examples whether one
lambert 1972 brodkey and shore 1976 uses styles or directnessindirectnessdirectness indirectness
and heyde 1979 suggest an important or any other method of classification there
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are no inherently right or wrong the educator or program determines
methods of teaching every teaching method which linguistic skills will be developed
has inherent characteristics regarding the how they will be developed and what will
various facets of human development be accepted as satisfactory evidence of their
the successful teacher is one able to select development by far the quickest and
appropriate methods considering all of the easiest route to student attainment of these
objectives at a given moment in time in-
deed

skills is for the teacher to point the way
it has been shown that the ability every step of the way As mosston has

to adapt teaching behavior to the moment indicated this is clearly the most comfort-
ableteacher flexibility or the lack of it is more method for both teacher and learner

useful in predicting teacher success than both know exactly what is expected of
the adoption of any particular style or them the teacher performs and the student
method of teaching flanders 1970 responds as instructed and there are no

uncomfortable surprises for anyone regardl-
essthe successful teacher in terms of student of how comfortably and quickly the

performance on achievement tests flanders language skills are learned the emphasis
found was the teacher who used a broader in this situation is on external reinforcement
variety of teaching methods this by no manipulating students in the right direction
small coincidence was the teacher who also for their own good if the teacher is
provided learners with the greatest oppor-
tunities

oriented exclusively towards skill develop-
menttunities for total human development there would appear to be no problem

not being restricted to one type of teaching
behavior the range of behaviors used by the
successful flexible teacher provided more joan friedenberg is associate professor
opportunity for student participation and in the school of education at florida
growth than did the restricted behavior of international university miami she
the less successful and more direct com-
mand

received her MA in TESL and phd
style in mosstonsMoss tons terms teacher in educational psychology with a spe-

cializationthus the successful teacher is one with a in language acquisition from
wide range of alternative teaching behaviors the university of illinois she has
whose ability to react to the moment with published over twenty articles and is

appropriate behaviors results in better coauthorco author with curt bradley of foun-
dationsstudent performance on achievement tests and strategies for bilingual
vocational education center forand more importantly more potential

opportunity for the total development of the applied linguistics
student as a human being

curtis H bradley received his edd
it is important to note that the flexible from temple university he has

teacher can be as direct use the command authored numerous articles manuals
style as any other teacher in a given situa-
tion

and chapters focusing on humanistic
however the flexible teacher has a concerns in education he is cur-

rentlybroad range of alternative teaching behaviors professor in the school of
from which to choose in other teaching education and director of the bi-

lingualsituations less successful teachers are not vocational instructor training
found to be capable of this flexibility program at florida international uni-

versityteaching style or method serves a purpose in miami
and belongs in the repertoire of every
teacher the issue here is when to select a
given teaching method or style however to the ESL teacher oriented toward

the total development of the learner the
the ESL teachers dilemma question is immediately asked how much

can the teacher help the learner develop
when skill development is the only goal the linguistic skills needed and yet have the

of an ESL educator or program manipula-
tion

learner move closer to becoming an inde-
pendentand control can follow all too easily learner and user of the new lan
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guage this is not an easy question to potential A method must be devised to
answer determine how best to achieve this goal

how does one person help another grow
teacher approval mimicking modeled toward achieving his or her own maximum

behaviors or simply avoidance of failure are potential how does one determine which
each strong and frequently used sources actions would be most helpful to another
of external reward in many ESL programs human being abraham maslow and douglas
including most traditional programs how-
ever

mcgregor provide important filters through
learning based exclusively on external which any such decisions should be viewed

rewards creates dependent learners As
bruner 1961 warned learning based on
external rewards can all too easily cause maslow 1968 described the greatest

fulfillment of human potential as selflearners to simply seek cues as to how to
conform to what is expected of them actualization in his theory of growth

external reinforcement in the extreme motivation maslow places human needs in

can produce individuals capable of little a hierarchy starting with physical needs at

more than reproducing behaviors and prod-
ucts

the bottom an individual must satisfy each

deemed desirable by others even if of the lower needs sequentially while moving
upward toward higher needs that isthis were an acceptable outcome of educa-

tion one must wonder what is to happen physical needs must be satisfied before
to the learner when the teacher the source security needs when both of these needs

of reward is no longer available have been satisfied that individual is then
free to satisfy social needs when social
needs have been satisfied he or she is then
free to satisfy selyselfseiy fulfillment or selfthe competent ESL instructor under-

stands actualization needs the first four needsthe dangers as well as the benefits
of external rewards this instructor considers physiological security social and self

esteem are identified as D or deficiencythe consequences of her or his actions in
needs because these needs be satisfiedmustterms of the objective of helping learners to

other individuals satisfaction of needsdevelop to their fullest potential it is by

understood that this objective cannot be by others can of course create dependency
external on others and a dependent individualreached by exclusive reliance on

rewards on the other hand varying quanti-
ties

cannot satisfy the higher self actualization

of external reward are needed and or self fulfillment needs yet dependency
needs be satisfied others before themust bywanted by learners in various settings
individual become free to towardcan moveA tremendous amount of support encourage-

ment self actualizationhelp and approval appear to be es-
sential to some learners each step the
teacher takes with or for the learner is a the competent and fully effective lan-

guagemove toward greater dependence of the educator understands that it is ab-
solutelylearner on the teacher yet a number of solutely essential to help learners succeed

factors including the needs and wishes of and satisfy their basic security social and self
the learner for external rewards encourage esteem needs this at times requires direct
the teacher to take steps that foster depend-
ence

suggestions and reassuring and reinforcing be-
haviorand block movement toward the objec-

tive
on the part of the teacher before the

of helping learners develop toward learner is able to reach toward higher levels
their maximum potential this paradox of growth and development however if
is the ESL teachers dilemma the activities of the learner are constantly

directed and redirected through extrinsic
reinforcement the learner will never find the

two filters that help freedom to grow toward higher levels of
growth and development this seeming

the objective of a competent educator paradox is kept foremost in the mind of
should be to help each learner grow maxi-
mally

the competent and fully effective educator
toward achieving his or her fullest mcgregors theory X and theory Y help
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aesthetic needs

desiredesire to know and understand

need for self actualization

esteem needs

love and belonging needs

safety needs

physiological needs

figure I11

MASLOWS HIERARCHY OF NEEDS
11

to make congruent decisions when faced 3 most people are basically lazy have little
with this paradox ambition wish to avoid responsibility and

want security above all
mcgregor 1960 proposed theory X

and theory Y as two diametrically opposed
sets of assumptions about people an in-
dividual

theory Y
accepting one of these theories

would logically view human beings and their 1 most people find physical and mental
needs far differently than would a subscriber effort as natural as play or rest and
to the opposing theory exploration of these develop an attitude toward work related
theories and their influence on leadership to their experiences with it
behavior is most helpful in assisting educators

2 people do not have to be threatened withto consider the consequences of their own
actions punishment to be motivated to work

they will be somewhat self directed
when they are committed to the objec-
tivestheory X

1 most people have an inherent dislike of 3 commitment to objectives is related to
the rewards associated with their achieve-
ment

work and will avoid it if at all possible

2 because most people dislike work they 4 given facilitative conditions the average
must be pushed coerced or threatened person learns not only to accept but to
with punishment to get them to work seek responsibility
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5 most people have the potential to exercise grow maximally toward self fulfillment the
imagination and creativity on the job intentional teacher can be described as one

who

the of considering theory Xpurpose a has a maximum number of to reachand theory Y is not to select which is the ways
and teach otherscorrect theory but rather to help educa-

tors clarify their own assumptions about b Is committed to helping others grow
human behavior and determine whether andtoward self fulfillment
their own behavior is consistent with their
assumptions and objectives for those who c views every teaching behavior in terms
accept theory X one way communication of its effect on the total development
with the educator handing down inform-
ation

of learners
decisions and instructions to the

learner makes sense theory Y suggests that
intentionality is simply a blending of be-
havioral

two way communication and the involve-
ment vioral alternatives aimed at othersof learners in decision making and goal ha helping

setting is essential move toward becoming competent self
actualizing individuals

the filters provided by maslow and mc-
gregor can help the language teacher make the intentional teacher is not committed
appropriate instructional decisions it is to a single course of action it must be re-

emphasizednot at all unique for these two filters to help that every possible teaching
teachers in both traditional and innovative method from the most direct to the most
programs gain insight into their own teach-
ing

indirect is an essential component of the
and supervising behavior many see a intentional teachers repertoire to be

lack of congruence among their beliefs able to generate these behavioral alternatives
objectives and behaviors once an educator one must have a wide background of teach-

ingrealizes that incongruence exists it is a skills and knowledge from which to draw
relatively simple matter to select behaviors the intentional teacher develops the ability
that are consistent with his or her own to use and assess the effect of traditional
beliefs and objectives the competent as well as innovative teaching methods
and fully effective educator is now able
to help others in a manner appropriate to moskowitz 1978 emphasizes the need
the everchangingeverchanging growth needs of each for language classes which contribute to the
individual such an educator is called positive self concepts and self actualization
intentional ivey 1969 of learners she provides eight premises

for a humanistic foreign language program

the intentional ESL teacher I11 A principal purpose of education is to
provide learning and an environment
that facilitate the achievement of thean intentional individual is one who full potential of studentsacts spontaneously with an understanding

of the power of her or his actions on her 2 personal wellgrowth as as cognitive growthor him her his environment andor others is of thea responsibility school there-
foreivey and rollin 1972 education should deal with both
dimensions of humans the cognitive or

the essential and distinguishing character-
istic

intellectual and the affective or emo
of an intentional teacher is that every ional

behavior is generated for the express purpose
of facilitating the development and move-
ment

3 for learning to be significant feelings
toward self actualization of the learn-

ers
must be recognized and put to use

the intentional educator is aware of
the effect of those actions on others it is 4 significant learning is discovered for one-

selfthe intentional teacher who helps learners
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5 human beings want to actualize their references
potential

amidon E & flanders N 19711971 the role6 having healthy relationships with other
of the teacher in the classroom minneap-
olisclassmates is more conducive to learning

minn association for productive
7 learning more about oneself is a moti-

vating
teaching

factor in learning

8 increasing ones self esteem enhances aspy D & roebuck N 1980 teacher
learning education a response to watts response

to combs educational leadership 37
507510507 510

several language educators have recog-
nized the importance of providing students
with learning activities which enhance stu-
dents

brodkey D & shore H 1976 student
self concepts moskowitz 1978 sav-

ignon
personality and success in an english

1972 friedenberg & bradley 1981 language program language learning
horwitz & horwitz 1977 puhl 1975 and 261539261539

brown & dubin 1975 these activities
provide students with opportunities to brown H D 1980 principles of language

express emotions opinions experiences learning and teaching englewood
values hopes fantasies feelings and mem-
ories

cliffs NJ prentice hall
they also help students to become

accepting of others humanistic language brown S & dubin F 1975 adapting
teachers recognize the importance of focus-
ing

human relations training techniques for
on at appropriate times the students ESL classes in M K burt & H C

message in the target language and not on dulay eds on TESOL 75 new
the degree of grammatical perfection that directions in second language learning
is they have learned how to listen to what teaching and bilingual education wash-

ingtonthe learner is saying instead of how the DC TESOL 1975
learner is saying it

burmerburnerbruner J 1961 the act of discovery
the intentional language teacher then harvard educational review 311243531124 35

is one who knows when it is appropriate
to use structured highly controlled and chastain K 1972 behavioristic and cog-

nitivemanipulative techniques and when it is ap-
propriate

approaches in programmed instruc-
tionpropriate to allow students to use the in alienallenailen & campbellcampbeli eds teachi-
ngtarget language for personal expression english as a second languagelangugelanguge new

based not on the students level of linguistic york McGramcgrawmcgrawhillwHillhill
competence but on the students needs as
human beings this teacher knows when
to correct student errors and when to flanders N 19511951 personal social anxiety
focus solely on their intended messages as a factor in experimental learning sit-

uationsshe or he recognizes the importance of uations journal of educational res-

earchlinguistic skill development as well as the 454510011045100100loo ilollo110
importance of the students total human
development intentional language teachers
have developed a repertoire of teaching flanders N 1970 analyzing teacher be-

haviormethods including recent innovations which reading mass addison wesley
will increase their potential to reach others
above all intentional language teachers care
about the total human development of their friedenberg J & bradley C 1981 com-

municationstudents and possess the flexibility needed munication skills for the adult ESL stu-
dentto help students function to their fullest a microcounselingmicrocounseling approach

capacity TESOL quarterly 154031175403111540375403 11
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gardner R & lambert W 11972972 att-
itudes

mcgregor D 1960 the human side of
and motivation in second language enterprise new york mcgraw hill

learning rowley mass newbury
house moskowitz G 1978 caring and sharing

in the foreign language class rowley
good T & brophy J 1978 looking in mass newbury house

classrooms new york harper and
row 1975 mosston M 1972 teaching from com-

mand to discovery belmont calif
hamachek D 1975 removing the stigma loadsworthLoadsworth

from obedience training phi delta
kappanrappankappan57443574435744366 oileroller J & richards J 1973 focus on the

learner rowley mass newbury house
heyde A 1979 the relationship between

self esteem and the oral production prator C 1972 development of manip
of language doctoral dissertation ulationalation communication scale in alienallenailen
university of michigan & campbell eds teaching english

as a second language new york
horwitz E & horwitz M 1977 bridging mcgraw hill

individual differences empathy and
communicative competence in schultz puhl C 1975 A practical humanism for
ed personalizing foreign language developing communicative competence

instruction skokie 111 national text-
book

in the ESL learner in M K burt & H C
co dulay eds on TESOL 75 directions

in second language learning teaching
ivey A 1969 the intentional individual and bilingual education washington

a process outcome view of behavioral DC TESOL 1975
psychology counseling psychologist
1566075660156756 60 savignon S 1972 communicative com-

petencepetence an experiment in foreign
ivey A & rollin S 1972 A behavioral language teaching philadelphia the

objectives curriculum in human relations center for curriculum development
a committment to intentionality journal
of teacher education 23161231615 5 tolar C 1975 the mental health of

students do teachers hurt or help
journal of school health 45 27175271 75lippit R & white R 1943 the social

climate in childrens in R bakergroup whitall J 1949 the development of aJ kounin & H wright eds child technique for the measurement of socialbehavior and development new york
emotional climate in classrooms journalmcgraw hill of experimental education 1734717347616611

maslow A 1968 toward a psychology of
being princeton NJ van nostrand
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